
 One More Cup Of Co�ee
“�ese hilarious shorts are a perfect snarkfest... a consistent supply of laughs.” 

—   

“�ink Holden Caul�eld of Catcher in the Rye crossed with Agent Dale 
Cooper from Twin Peaks and you’ll get the picture.” 

—   

“…a grumpy, funny, kind, snarky, intelligent read.”
—   
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“I think the van’s busted,” 
Spaceman says. “�ose 
dashboard lights were blinking.”
“What lights?”
“�e the uh…” He paddles the 

air with his hand. “What do they 
call ‘em? Dummy lights.”
�e cowboy takes a deep breath. 

“Well, what did they say?”
“I don’t know. �ey’re dummy 

lights.”

(�ese �ne comments refer to an 
earlier version of Broken Lines)

"�e characters are simply brilliant 
and the dialog is smart and 

entertaining."
— .

"Swerving between quirky and 
�at-out strange... a solidly creative 

e�ort."
—   

“Intelligent, entertaining, and in a 
word, freaking awesome.”

—  

“�e sense of humor is truly 
absurd.”

—   
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When demons burn a waitress’s life to the ground, she squeezes 
into a stolen rental van with a cowboy, a spaceman, and an 
elderly vampire, embarking on a journey of evil-�ghting and 
bad road co�ee. As her past recedes in the rearview, questions 
arise: 

•  What happens when a vampire decides to stop drinking blood? 
•  How long should one irradiate an apple pie in a convenience 
store microwave? 
•  Are all demons this brittle? 
•  Is there a DUNK-A-DONUT near here? 

Government agents, freelance vampire hunters, and evil 
�remen pursue our heroes as they stumble through malls, Hell, 
and the bottom of a reservoir. Will Maggie �nd her way back 
home again? Does she even want to?
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FICTION/HUMOR

When demons burn a waitress’s life to the ground, she squeezes into a stolen 
rental van with a cowboy, a spaceman, and an elderly vampire, embarking on 
a journey of evil-�ghting and bad road co�ee. As her past recedes in the 
rearview, questions arise: 
   What happens when a vampire decides to stop drinking blood? 
   How long should one irradiate an apple pie in a convenience store microwave? 
   Are all demons this brittle? 
   Is there a  near here? 

Government agents, freelance vampire hunters, and evil �remen pursue our 
heroes as they stumble through malls, Hell, and the bottom of a reservoir. 
Will Maggie �nd her way back home again? Does she even want to?

“I think the van’s busted,” Spaceman says. “�ose dashboard lights 
were blinking.”

“What lights?”
“�e the uh…” He paddles the air with his hand. “What do they call 

‘em? Dummy lights.”
�e cowboy takes a deep breath. “Well, what did they say?”
“I don’t know. �ey’re dummy lights.”
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an says. “�
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Tom Pappalardo is a graphic 
designer, writer, cartoonist, and 
musician. He lives in Western 
Massachusetts with a little cat 
named Charlie. Contact: 
ohno@tompappalardo.com
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